
Whisker Labs just announced a product that monitors individual loads / sources through digital 
disaggregation (like Sense) but using a sensor that adheres to the main panel, eliminating the 
need to remove the deadfront to attached CTs.  Pretty crazy.  Connectivity is through the existing 
network. 
 

 

 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
Other CT-based options beyond what's been mentioned include neurio (existing network),  



 

 

 
 
the Locus LGate 101e (cellular or existing network),  



 
 



 
 
TED (existing network),  
 



 
 
and the Enphase Envoy-S (which can monitor non-enphase systems and is cellular). 
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Technology is evolving—both in the solar industry and home automation space—and finding a 
way to connect the two has become increasingly important. 

Last year, Enphase introduced the vision for its Enphase Energy Management System with the 
promise of integrating solar generation, energy storage, load monitoring and smart grid 
intelligence into what will create the smart, connected home. 

Today, Enphase is launching a key component of our energy management system—the Envoy-S 
Solution.  Now, Envoy-S enables more cost effective and reliable installations while creating 
greater value for solar customers. 

 

The Envoy-S communications gateway serves as the local “brain” for the system, balancing 
generation, storage and load. With the new gateway, Enphase is introducing a complete solution: 
the Enphase AC Combiner Box, the Enphase Mobile Connect cellular modem and data plan and 
a series of partnerships that further extend energy management capabilities. 

We’ve worked hard to balance the need for a simple, fast installation with the ability to offer new 
features to homeowners, so there are two versions of Envoy-S, one Standard and one Metered.  
Both have a longer warranty, can be installed outdoors and use integrated WiFi to work with a 
redesigned Installer Toolkit mobile app for fast and easy system set up. The Envoy-S Metered 



adds built-in revenue-grade generation metering and optional consumption metering for 
managing storage and integrating with other home energy solutions. 

 

Efficiency for solar professionals 

Fast installations and lower cost are the driving factor for the solar industry as a whole, that’s 
why Enphase integrated the Envoy-S into a purpose-built application called the Enphase AC 
Combiner Box.  The AC Combiner Box is specifically designed to speed up the installation 
process while reducing material and labor costs. It integrates the Envoy-S metered with a pre-
configured set of electrical components to consolidate equipment for an equipment savings of 
20%. 

 



UL listed, the AC Combiner Box ensures not only a safe installation, but also a smooth 
inspection process, which has proven just as important in saving time and money. 

Value for systems owners 

With these new metering capabilities in Envoy-S, installers can now provide energy insight for 
their customers.  With enhanced data and engagement, homeowners will be able to see not only 
the times their systems are producing the most energy, but also the times they use energy the 
most – and how to take best advantage of their decision to go solar. 

This integration is also what will drive charge-discharge decisions with the AC Battery. 

The easy-to-understand view of their energy allows system owners to understand their energy 
use when and if they want to, but they can rest assured knowing their intelligent system will 
function correctly no matter what. 

 

And this is just the beginning… 

Envoy-S is the first in a series of new products; I look forward to telling you more about our 
Energy Management System in the weeks to come. 



 
 
There's another product just now coming to the US from Australia called 
CarbonTrack (cellular).  Whole home + PV energy monitoring (CTs), zigbee / z-wave 2-way 
communications with smarthome devices, communicates with energy storage... basically an 
energy-focused smarthome hub.  Lots going on in this space! 
 
- Andrew 
 
"Don't get me wrong: I love nuclear energy! It's just that I prefer fusion to fission. And it just so 
happens that there's an enormous fusion reactor safely banked a few million miles from us. It 
delivers more than we could ever use in just about 8 minutes. And it's wireless!" 
 
~William McDonough 
 
On Mon, Dec 5, 2016 at 8:43 AM, Philip Boutelle <philboutelle@gmail.com> wrote: 
This product by Sense is similar to CURB (or eGauge, or other multiple-CT devices), but you 
install a single set of CTs on the main feeds (plus on on the solar if you have it). The device then 
'learns the electronic signature' of the loads in the house to disaggregate what is being used. I 
haven't tried one yet.  
https://sense.com/ 
 

 
 
I have previously installed a beta device from Verdegris, which does the same thing (single CT 
set) but is geared for commercial customers, whereas Sense is residential.   
http://verdigris.co/ 
-Phil 

Phil Boutelle, PE, CEM     |   Energy Engineer 
philboutelle@gmail.com   |   M (831) 359-5268 



 
On Mon, Dec 5, 2016 at 6:01 AM, William Dorsett <wmdorsett@sbcglobal.net> wrote: 

There is a new one mentioned in SolarPro, from a company called CURB 
http://energycurb.com/) . CURB gives CT’s for eighteen different circuits so over 
time you can understand how each load is performing. One of our families had a 
broken pump shaft so it never registered that there was more water in the 
pressure tank, so it ran for weeks. The site mentions that they will be able to 
predict appliance failure from historical data. And it can monitor overall PV 
generation. It looks very promising though from the reviews it may not yet allow a 
download of historical data. It would be great if in addition to logging data, it 
would allow active management of interlocking relays to control demand charges. 
There is another product called Energy Sentry (http://energysentry.com/ ) , that 
allows you to prioritize your large loads so they aren’t allowed to all come on at 
the same time. As more utilities add Time of Use and demand charges this will be 
a really valuable piece of hardware. For installers this will become just another 
value added service. These two companies should merge. 

Bill Dorsett, Manhattan, KS 

From: RE-wrenches [mailto:re-wrenches-bounces@lists.re-wrenches.org] On Behalf Of Jerry Shafer 
Sent: Sunday, December 04, 2016 2:42 AM 
To: Peter Talmage; RE-wrenches 
Subject: Re: [RE-wrenches] Whole house energy moniters 

  

Peter 

is this system CT based, can you turn around the CT's as when in most cases installation says to 
install directional and for solar they get installed backwards instead. 
Jerry 

  

On Sat, Dec 3, 2016 at 2:25 PM, Peter Talmage <ptalmage@yahoo.com> wrote: 

Does anyone have experience with whole house energy monitors that work with interfaced PV arrays. It 
seems most just deal with the array output as a load .   

  

Thanks.  Peter Talmage 



 
 
Related, this is a similar type of product for remote telecom sites, we have used dozens of these for 
many interesting configurations. The relays on this unit allow for a lot of options from rebooting devices 
to starting generator.  
 
http://www.remotemonitoringsystems.ca/ 
 
Kevin 
 
From: RE‐wrenches [mailto:re‐wrenches‐bounces@lists.re‐wrenches.org] On Behalf Of Allan Sindelar 
Sent: November‐22‐16 11:02 PM 
To: RE‐wrenches <re‐wrenches@lists.re‐wrenches.org> 
Subject: [RE‐wrenches] Versatile remote monitoring component 

 
Wrenches, 
I support the PV for several Access Point sites for a local wireless internet provider, a nonprofit 
that serves rural and remote areas around Santa Fe. Through working with them I learned of a 
product that others here may find useful at remote sites. It's a Web Based Remote Monitor and 
Control System. 
 
Info is at 
https://www.streakwave.com/itemdesc.asp?ic=TPDINMONITORWEB&eq=&Tp=&o1=0. From 
the web page: The PowerSENS is a versatile tool which enables the equipment designer and 
installer to remotely monitor his equipment and site. The unit can be accessed via the network 
(web and SNMP) to remotely monitor up to 4 voltages (up to 80V DC), 4 currents (up to 16A), 2 
temperatures and control power to various equipment using 4 on-board relays. The system has 
built-in surge protection to prevent damage from electrical surges. 
 
Runs on 12-48V DC. 
Allan 
--  

Allan Sindelar 
 


